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2015-16 Rotary International Theme:
Be a Gift to the World
"All of you have been given so many gifts. And you have now been given this great
gift: one year to take all your talents, all your gifts, everything that you are and can
become -- and Be a Gift to the World,"

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE …

This last month was our opportunity to showcase the
two longest-running community service projects since we were chartered. We hosted 840 runners for our 28th Annual
Fun Run and we presented the Rotary Bowl trophy for the 23rd time. Rancho Bernardo again hoisted the trophy after a
spirited game that ended with a score 45-20. These two long-standing events prove that all members of our club are truly
"gifts to the world", as well as our community. All of us should be proud that we have kept alive these two annual events.
Thank you to everyone who volunteered to spread the spirit of Rotary. As we gather for Thanksgiving this month, let us
all be proud of our accomplishments and give thanks for all the lives that Rotary has impacted. YIR / Bryan

ASSIGNMENTS
PLEDGE

INSPIRATION

November 5

Ken Heinz

Eric Pahlke

November 12

Jean Heinz

Mike Van Horne

November 19

Danny Kazmarek

Al Baskin

November 26

Eric Pahlke

Brent Clous

December 3

Mike Van Horne

Jean Heinz

28TH ANNUAL ROTARY FUN RUN … more than 840
elementary and middle-school runners participated in this year's
cross country event. The 3rd through 5th graders ran a 1.0 mile
course, while the middle-schoolers, Grades 6th through 8th, ran 1.8
miles. Everyone was given a ribbon and oranges and water at the
finish line.

ROTARY BOWL ...

the 24th annual
game between Mt. Carmel and Rancho
Bernardo high schools was held on Friday,
October 23rd. The game was close into the
second quarter, but then that odd shaped ball began bouncing
around and away from the Sundevils. The Broncos took every
advantage and the final score was Rancho Bernardo 45 - Mt.
Carmel 20. President Bryan presented the trophy to the winning
team and got out of the way as they celebrated!

SOCIAL EVENT AT CORDIANO ... several Club
members, with family and friends, had wine and pizza at
Cordiano Winery on Sunday, November 1st. Good wine
and food ... great views of the Highland and San Pasqual
Valleys to the west and north.
The zig-zag ride, six miles up Highland Valley Road from
I-15 and Pomerado Road was a lesser highlight.
Most agreed that wine and pizza with good people was
better than chips and dip in front of the TV watching the
Chargers lose yet another game.

Thanks for the picture Brent!

LINKS … to other Rotary web pages ...
San Diego North

Click here to see the schedule of programs and other late-breaking club news.

District 5340

Click here for the DG's newsletter, training schedules, and district and other club events.

Rotary International Click here for professional resources on a wide range of club management issues.

THIS DAY IN HISTORY QUIZ
ROTARIANS ARE CHALLENGED TO CORRECTLY ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
THE ANSWERS WILL BE REVEALED AT THE MEETINGS DURING “THIS DAY IN HISTORY.”
November 5

This suffragist voted for the first time on this day in 1872, in defiance of the law.
(Hint: her image was minted on a U.S. dollar coin from 1979 to 1981)

November 12

This bridge, locally known as the Bay Bridge, was opened to traffic on this day in
1936. (Hint: add the two cities it links to the word Bay and you've got it!)

November 19

On this day in 1959, Ford Motor Company discontinued the production of this
unpopular car. (Hint: it was named for Henry Ford's son)

November 26

Howard Carter and Lord Carnarvon became the first people to enter his tomb in
over 3,000 years on this day in 1922. (Hint: he was known as the Boy King)

December 3

The first film by this comedy team, Putting Pants on Philip, was released on this
day in 1927. (Hint: "Well, here's another fine mess you've gotten me into.")

START YOUR DAY OFF RIGHT …
The American auto industry
has created some of the finest
mass-produced vehicles in the
world. They have, however,
also created some monstrous
flops - as identified by Forbes
magazine. All made and sold
in the U.S. Can you name
them?

Can you match their names to their picture? Then, can you match them to the number of units produced?
Ford Edsel

GM EV1

Plymouth Prowler

1,100 units 1996-1999
7,000 units 1996-1998
11,700 units 1997 and 1999-2002
84,000 units 1958-1960
108,500 units 2001-2005
141,500 units1985-1991

Pontiac Aztek

Suzuki X-90

Yugo

FUN ROTARY FACTS …
THE ROTARY FOUNDATION'S BEGINNING
Some magnificent projects grow from very small seeds. The Rotary Foundation had that sort of modest beginning.
In 1917, Rotary International President Arch Klumph told the delegates to the Atlanta Convention that "it seems eminently
proper that we should accept endowments for the purpose of doing good in the world." The response was polite and
favorable, but the fund was slow to materialize.
A year later the "Rotary Endowment Fund," as it was first labeled, received its first contribution of $26.50 from the Rotary
Club of Kansas City, which was the balance of the Kansas City Convention account following the 1918 annual meeting.
Additional small amounts were annually contributed, but after six years it is reported that the endowment fund had only
reached $700.
A decade later, The Rotary Foundation was formally established at the 1928 Minneapolis Convention. In the next four
years the Foundation fund grew to $50,000. In 1937 a $2 million goal was announced for The Rotary Foundation, but
these
plans
were
cut
short
and
abandoned
with
the
outbreak
of
World
War
II.
In 1947, upon the death of Paul Harris, a new era opened for the Rotary Foundation as memorial gifts poured in to honor
the founder of Rotary. From that time, The Rotary Foundation has been achieving its noble objective of furthering
"understanding and friendly relations between peoples of different nations." By 1954 the Foundation received for the first
time a half million dollars in contributions in a single year, and in 1965 a million dollars was received.
It is staggering to imagine that from those humble beginnings,
The Rotary Foundation is now receiving more than $85 million each year for educational and humanitarian work around
the world.
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THE ROTARY FOUNDATION
The Rotary Foundation transforms your gifts into projects that change lives both close to home and around the world. As
the charitable arm of Rotary, we tap into a global network of Rotarians who invest their time, money, and expertise
into our priorities, such as eradicating polio and promoting peace. Foundation grants empower Rotarians to approach
challenges such as poverty, illiteracy, and malnutrition with sustainable solutions that leave a lasting impact.
Strong financial oversight, a stellar charity rating, and a unique funding model mean that we make the very most of your
contribution. Give and become a part of Rotary’s life-changing work!

Have you made your annual contribution to The Rotary Foundation yet?
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